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### Title:
**Nestle Philippines, Inc. vs. Hon. Augusto S. Sanchez, et al. and Kimberly Independent
Labor Union for Solidarity, Activism, and Nationalism-Olalia vs. National Labor Relations
Commission, et al.**

### Facts:
In  July  1987,  Union  of  Filipro  Employees  and  Kimberly  Independent  Labor  Union  for
Solidarity, Activism and Nationalism-Olalia intensified their previously intermittent pickets
in  front  of  the  Supreme  Court  building,  leading  to  various  disturbances  including
obstruction  of  access,  construction  of  provisional  shelters,  and  loud  harangues  using
loudspeakers. This was despite the leaders’ earlier meeting with Supreme Court Justices
and counsel,  where they were informed that  such demonstrations could lead to direct
contempt charges and would not impact the Court’s handling of their cases. Consequently,
the Court issued a resolution on July 10, 1987, summoning the union leaders and their
counsel to explain why they should not be held in contempt. At the hearing, apologies were
offered, alongside assurances of non-repetition, attributing the escalated picketing to an
unregistered union alliance rather than their own organizations. A written manifestation
confirming their understanding and assurances was submitted on July 17, 1987.

### Issues:
1.  Whether  the acts  conducted by the unions in  front  of  the Supreme Court  building
constituted contempt of court.
2. Whether the right of petition and assembly could justify interference with the judicial
process.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court accepted the apologies and explanations, choosing to forego sanctions
for the contemptuous acts. The Court emphasized the importance of judicial independence
and deemed the acts an affront not only to the judicial institution but also to the inherent
right of parties involved in litigation to a fair trial, free from external pressures. The Court
warned against future attempts to pressure the judiciary through demonstrations or any
form of public clamor, highlighting the responsibilities of legal counsel in guiding their
clients regarding court decorum and the limits of the exercise of their constitutional rights.

### Doctrine:
The Court highlighted the balance between the constitutional rights to free speech and
assembly and the imperative of  judicial  independence.  It  asserted that  any attempt to
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pressure or influence courts through the exercise of these rights constitutes an abuse and
falls  outside constitutional  protection,  amounting to contempt of  court.  Furthermore,  it
underscored the duty of legal professionals in guiding their clients on appropriate conduct
towards the judiciary.

### Class Notes:
–  **Contempt  of  Court**:  Actions  that  disrespect  the  court  or  obstruct  its  ability  to
administer  justice  can  be  deemed  contemptuous.  These  include  public  demonstrations
aiming to pressure the judiciary.
– **Rights of Free Speech and Assembly**: While protected by the Constitution, these rights
do not extend to actions intended to unduly influence the judiciary.
– **Duty of Legal Counsel**: Lawyers have a duty to inform their clients about proper court
conduct and the limitations of  exercising their  constitutional  rights in ways that could
impair the administration of justice.
– **Judicial Independence**: Fundamental to a fair trial and the administration of justice is
the principle that courts must operate free from external influence or coercion.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects the intense labor disputes during the 1980s in the Philippines and the
broader struggle for rights and freedoms under a relatively new democratic government
following years of martial law. It underscores the challenges the judiciary faced in balancing
newly asserted freedoms with the need to maintain order and respect for judicial processes.


